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Abstract

Sunil K. Agrawal
Columbia University, USA

Robotics to Improve Posture and Gait

Neural disorders limit the ability of humans to perform activities of daily living. Appropriately designed Robots 
can be used to probe the human neuromuscular system and create new pathways to relearn, restore, and im-
prove functional movements. Dr. Agrawal’s group at Columbia University Robotics and Rehabilitation (ROAR) 
Laboratory has designed innovative robots for this purpose and demonstrated these on human subjects. Human 
experiments have targeted patients with cerebral palsy, stroke, spinal cord injury, and others. The talk will pro-
vide an overview of these technologies and results of scientific studies.

Xingang Zhao
Shenyang Institute of Automation, China

Intelligent Human-Robot Interaction Technology and Its Application in Rehabilitation Robot

sEMG signals have widely potential used as intelligent human-robot interface for assistive robotic system, 
including rehabilitation robotic system and prosthetic devices, such as prosthetic hands, arms, and lower limbs. 
However, there are significant uncertainties of sEMG signals of different subjects, which restrict extensive ap-
plications in the assistive field seriously. In this presentation, I will introduce some common problems of sEMG 
signal processing and some of our unique research results dealing with the uncertainties, including the false tol-
erant decoding method, estimation method of continuous motion, user-independent recognition of hand gesture 
and so on. At last, several examples of sEMG-controlled robotic system will be given.

Rong Song
Sun Yat-sen University, China

Complexity Analysis of EMG Signals and Its Applications in Motor Function Evaluation
for Patients after Stroke

The complexity of electromyographic (EMG) signals during sensorimotor control can be altered by many 
factors, such as task demand, stroke and aging. To explore the complexity changes of single muscle activities to-
wards different task demands, the fuzzy entropy (FuzzyEn) and multiscale FuzzyEn (MSFuzzyEn) were utilized 
during elbow tracking tasks and handgrip control tasks with different degrees of difficulty. The cross FuzzyEn 
(C-FuzzyEn) was utilized to evaluate the inter-muscular coupling between agonist and antagonist muscles 
during elbow movements. Both stroke patients and healthy young controls were investigated. Results confirmed 
the superiority of MSFuzzyEn in noise abatement compared with other entropies at single time scale. The entro-
py values of EMG signals increased towards more difficult tasks. Stroke induced lower entropy values of EMG 
signals and higher C-FuzzyEn of agonist and antagonist muscles, which implied a loss in the complexity of 
muscle activities and the degraded capacity of muscular coordination. These findings improve our understand-
ing of the mechanism underlying the sensorimotor control that is easily affected by stroke and other factors. 
Further studies are needed to validate and facilitate the application of these entropy indices in clinic.
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Ning Jiang
University of Waterloo, Canada

Gesture Control with Single-element Ultrasound Signals:
A Comparison with Single-Channel Surface Electromyogram 

With the ability to detect volumetric changes of contracting muscles, ultrasound (US) was a potential technique 
in the field of human-machine interface (HMI). Compared to the US imaging (B-mode US), the signal from a 
static single-element US transducer, A-mode US, was a more cost-effective and convenient way towards the 
real-world application, particularly the wearables. This study compared the performance of the single-chan-
nel A-mode US with single-channel surface electromyogram (sEMG) signals, one of the most popular signal 
modalities for hand and gesture recognition. We demonstrate that A-mode US outperformed sEMG in six out of 
nine gestures recognition, while sEMG was superior to A-mode US on the detection of the Rest state. We also 
demonstrated that, through feature space analysis, the advantage of A-mode US over sEMG for gesture recog-
nition was due to its superior ability in detecting information from deep musculature. This study presented the 
clear complementary advantages between A-mode US and sEMG, indicating the possibility of fusing two signal 
modalities for the gesture recognition applications.

Dingguo Zhang
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

Improve Myoelectric Control for Amputees through Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation

To improve the poor performance of prosthetic control based on EMG for amputees in practice, a kind of neu-
romodulation technology, transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS), was proposed and applied. The tDCS 
could increase the motor cortex excitability and wake up the ‘frozen’ regions (EMG source) in the brain. There-
fore, the quality of EMG signals could be enhanced, and the performance of pattern recognition-based myoelec-
tric control was improved. The proposed method was tested on six amputees through 20-minute tDCS over the 
primary motor cortex corresponding to the affected side. The results demonstrated that tDCS dramatically re-
duced the average classification error (CER) by 10.1%. After tDCS, the CER could attain a usable level (<20%). 
It has great potential in dramatically reducing the length of learning process of amputees for effectively using 
pattern recognition-based myoelectric prostheses. This method was also used to improve the online performance 
of simultaneous and proportional control (SPC) for naive amputees. The results demonstrated that tDCS could 
significantly improve the online SPC performance to an acceptable level and would be an effective intervention 
to improve the online SPC performance in a short time.

Joshua C. Kline
Delsys Research Center, USA

dEMG Motoneuron Measurements for Targeted Rehabilitation

More than 1billion people worldwide suffer from disabilities in human movement. Yet rehabilitation practices 
to improve motor deficits often use various qualitative assessments, range of motion tests and muscle coordi-
nation procedures that infer but do not directly measurethe deficits within the nervous system that underlies the 
vast majority of neurological or musculoskeletal impairments. Advanced technologies are therefore needed to 
access the motoneuron firing behavior that regulates human movement to better understand, evaluate, and treat 
disabilities that limit motor function. To address this unmet need, the research group at Delsys has developed a 
wireless EMG decomposition sensor (Trigno™dEMG) and recognition algorithms for non-invasively measur-
ing motoneuron firing behavior during dynamically varying movements, exercises and activities of daily liv-
ing. This breakthrough innovation is opening new frontiers in research and rehabilitation of human movement 
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including: 1) clinical investigations of underlying neural control mechanisms to better understand, evaluate, 
and treat disabilities that limit motor function; 2) rehabilitation and sports studies to delineate the neural con-
tributions to muscle strength, dexterity, coordination and balance; and 3) novel human machine interfaces that 
directly use neural firings to control rehabilitation robotic or prosthetic devices. Through these applications, Tri-
gno™dEMG technology will have broad reaching healthcare impact for people with neurological and musculo-
skeletal impairments, age-related deficits in muscle performance, and others who stand to benefit from advanced 
neural interface technology.

Xu Zhang
University of Science and Technology of China, China

Post-stroke Neuromuscular Changes Revealed by Noninvasive Examination 
using Surface Electromyography

How a cerebral lesion affects motor unit (MU) survival and function remains unclear. It is of great importance to 
address this issue, since the MU is the final common pathway for neuromuscular control and it provides a struc-
ture-function framework for the examination of neural and muscular disorders. Few previous studies tried to 
assess nature of paretic muscle changes using surface electromyography (EMG), due to difficulty in identifying 
individual motor unit action potentials from surface EMG under voluntary contraction (because of their heavy 
superimposition and similarity in shapes). This talk specifically introduces and summarizes recently developed 
methods for examining paretic muscle changes using biomarkers from conventional surface EMG recordings. 
Compared with the neurologically intact or contralateral muscles, mixed patterns of abnormal biomarkers were 
observed in the paretic muscles, suggesting that there appears to be different neuromuscular changes occurring 
at the MU level after stroke. Given these noninvasive examination tools suitable for clinical practice, their ap-
plications in monitoring motor recovery for paretic muscles are introduced as well with preliminary findings. 

Lin Chuang
Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology, China

Continuous Myoelectric Control for the Prosthetic Upper Limb 
with Neural Network and Limited Samples

In this topic, I will introduce a new continuous myoelectric control scheme for a prosthetic upper limb with neu-
ral network and limited samples. Our goal is to estimate the angles of upper limb, including fingers, using only 
surface EMG signals (sEMG). To achieve the purpose, the continuous angle of fingers, shoulder, elbow, and the 
corresponding sEMG signal are recorded, when executing continuous upper limb movement. The relationship 
between EMG and angles of the joints was established by multilayer perception (MLP) network and long short-
term memory (LSTM) network, multilayer perception network is one of the simplest neural networks, and it is 
a feedforward neural network where information moves towards the forward direction only. In our experiment, 
the MLP network consists of 2 hidden layers, each layer has 50 units, the dropout parameter of the second hid-
den layer is set as 0.7 to avoid over fitting, the initial parameter is a normally distributed variable with variance 
0.1, the loss function is root mean square (RMS), and there are 5 inputs (EMG channels) and 3 outputs (2 shoul-
der angles and 1 elbow angle). The EMG signals and angles are collected by the wireless EMG amplifier and 
biometric detectors, respectively, which were produced by Delsys Corporation. The sampling rate of the EMG 
and angles are both set as 1000 Hz. The width of the smooth window is 200 with overlap 180. The EMG sig-
nals are smoothed by the smooth window to extract the envelope before sending to the network. The root mean 
square error (RMSE) and the cross correlation coefficient (CC) are used as the measurement of performance. 
The experimental results show that the angles of the joints can be exactly estimated by sEMG signals by MLP 
and LSTM networks, with CC about 0.9. That means continuous control of the robotic upper limb or prosthetic 
upper limb can be achieve only by sEMG signals.
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Notes


